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Introduction

Extent of Material. The visitor to Nepal, who frequently asks “What is there to read on this fascinating country?” is usually told that “practically nothing” has been written about Nepal and its people. Relatively speaking, and in comparison with other countries, this is true, for on what other country of similar size could one compile a nearly complete bibliography within the pages of a single monograph?

There are at least two reasons for this dearth of material: (a) because of widespread illiteracy, there has been little market for literature among the Nepalese themselves, and (b) being closed to the outside world for centuries, few foreigners have had the opportunity to write about the country and its culture. Furthermore, because of the latter factor, much of the material now available treats only the Kathmandu Valley and the trail leading into it, the limits within which the few visitors were allowed to roam.

Much of the total material about Nepal, especially before 1950, has been written by foreigners. Although I made no special search for items in Asian languages, I am told that materials by Nepali writers are quite limited. Early materials come from the Chinese, the British, and others who visited Nepal for trade, military, or diplomatic reasons. During the last century, two or three score of Europeans, mostly British, and a few Americans were allowed access to the Kathmandu Valley and many wrote superficial travelogues of their journey; a few wrote scientific accounts. During the last decade, mountaineers, tourists, and reporters have contributed perhaps more than their share.

My experiences in compiling this bibliography indicate the feasibility of developing a nearly complete list of materials published before 1950. Now, the rate of publication in all languages, especially in magazines and newspapers, most of which are not indexed, makes it impractical if not impossible to maintain a complete bibliography.

Limitations. I have made an effort to include in this bibliography all published Western language materials about Nepal—her people, history, geography, customs, economics, and politics; in short, her culture—up to June, 1959, except as noted below. I believe I have succeeded in finding about 90-95% of the material.
I have deliberately omitted (or been forced to omit) certain materials, some known to have incidental and occasional references to cultural aspects of Nepal:

1. **Mountaineering references**, unless the emphasis is on the culture of the people, except for a few well-known items for illustrative purposes. There are nearly 200 references on Nepal Himalaya alone. Good bibliographies on mountaineering will be found in Dyhrenfurth's *To the Third Pole*, Mason's *Abode of Snow*, and Izzard's *The Innocent on Everest*. Also, the *Himalayan Journal* carries numerous articles on mountaineering in Nepal.

2. **Gurkha troop movements outside of Nepal**, for which there are numerous references. I have included army handbooks and other items which emphasize the culture of the Gurkhas.

3. **Religions references**, especially the many dealing with the theocracy and philosophy of Buddhism and Hinduism, unless they are specific to Nepal and have a cultural emphasis.

4. **The Yeti, or Abominable Snowman**, of which I have listed only illustrative and major references. For a special bibliography, see Ralph Izzard's *The Abominable Snowman*.

5. **Technical, detailed articles on flora and fauna**, especially the many notes and letters by the prolific Hodgson in the early Asian journals.

6. **Dictionaries, language studies, and school textbooks**, which are technical to their subjects and do not treat the culture as such.

7. **Casual references** in books on India, Tibet, etc.

8. **Unavailable, unindexed magazines**, especially little-known publications in India, China, and other neighboring countries.

9. **Newspapers**, particularly in India, except that I have kept a personal clipping file from 1952-59, (with occasional clippings back as far as 1939), and have listed a few feature newspaper articles that I have been able to collect.

10. **Other unindexed references**, even though in Western languages, which have simply escaped my notice.
It should be noted, furthermore, that the very nature of the bibliography excludes certain rich sources: old Sanskrit manuscripts, archive materials, and many Asian language references. There are also many references to bordering tribal groups, whose customs and manners are similar to the Nepalese, that of necessity have been omitted. Many of these are to be found in the publications of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta.

Arrangement. The bibliography is divided into six general categories:

1. Books and pamphlets—entire books, chapters in books, reference book articles, monographs, etc.

2. Magazine articles—including news briefs from weekly news magazines.

3. Newspaper items—including feature articles and news collections that I have been able to obtain easily, between 1952 and 1959; this is quite incomplete.


5. Films—some available commercially, others privately owned.

6. Some illustrative Asian language materials—that I have noticed in my search, especially some Nepali and Hindi references. I am indebted to Mahesh Chandra Regmi for compiling most of this section, and for the translations mentioned in (4) above.

Obviously, the first two sections comprise the basic bibliography. The other materials have been included for whatever value they may have. Items known to be “in preparation” have been included for the same reason. I have also included a few incomplete references, that I was unable to locate, with the hope that they may be of some value to the researchist. Data that I was unable to procure for this reason are indicated by †; other omissions are due to actual absence of the datum on the publication.

Evaluation. With few exceptions, I have examined all of the references. Any evaluation of them must vary in terms of the reader's purpose. However, I have been bold enough to: (a) annotate (sometimes critically, sometimes generally) all of the book references, and the other references when the title does not reveal the content, and (b) mark with a double asterisk (**), those references that I consider basic for a beginner in the field, and with a single asterisk (*) those also suitable for general reading. The unmarked items may be of considerable value to the specialist, of limited value, or just worthless.
Acknowledgements. One cannot begin to acknowledge all of the help he gets in preparing a bibliography—his wife’s tolerance of those nightmarish 3 x 5 cards, his secretary’s patience in the interminable retyping of corrected manuscripts, and his library-friend’s rearrangement of commas and colons. I am especially indebted, however, to the Librarians and their staffs of the following libraries which have collections of materials on Nepal:

Dr. Carl Hintz, of the University of Oregon Library, who arranged a considerable amount of microfilming for me,

Librarian, and Dr. Margaret Fisher of the University of California, Berkeley, who provided additional microfilming services,

Field Marshall Kaiser Shumsher Jung Bahadur Rana, who graciously opened his private library to me so many times,

Mr. B. S. Kesavan, of the National Library in Calcutta,

Mr. G. Kumar, Librarian, International Council of World Affairs Library, New Delhi, and I. Baral of the Indian School of International Studies, who supplied reference to numerous items,

Mr. Sibadas Chaudhuri, Acting Librarian, The Asiatic Society, Calcutta, whose library and society have contributed so much to Nepal literature,

and to Mr. Mahesh Chandra Regmi, as noted above.

Other libraries known to have materials on Nepal include the Ames Library at the University of Minnesota, the India Office Library in London, and the Library of Congress, to none of which have I had access because of my Nepal assignment.

Service. I have been able to procure most of the above material, either in the original or on microfilm. Arrangements may be made to use the material, or to procure copies of items, through the author, care of the Librarian, University of Oregon Library, Eugene, Oregon.

Corrections and additional items are solicited and will be appreciated. They may be sent to the author, care of the School of Education, University of Oregon.
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Books

Historical origins, methods of manufacturing.

...during the last 4700 years.

Description of Buddha statues; some in Nepal. Illus.

High Asiatic arts; sociological study of Gurkha prisoners. Illus.

Description and explanation of customs and regulations in Nepal, based on studies of the Gurkha Regiments.


Literal translations of texts of treaties and other papers, 1792-1860.

Translation of texts of treaties and other papers.

Miscellany, including sections on festivals, art, music, sports, where to go, shopping, history, etc. Illus.

Gives statistics only, on quantity, value and duty on goods imported and exported through thirty-three stations. Maps.


Description and statistical data. Illus.


Scholarly detailed treatise, based on early manuscripts. Volumes II-V to follow.


Historical and political sketch of the pre-Rana, the Rana, and the modern period.


Brief summary sketch.


Contemporary cyclopedia summary.


Superficial description. Illus.


Very good history of this period. Other scattered references to Nepal. Footnote references.


Descriptive.


Sketchy account of the Nepalese.


Tibetan-Nepalese relations (1904) as interpreted by a British envoy to Tibet. Illus.


Scattered references to Nepal and the Gurkhas.


Valuable notes derived from manuscripts, and a description of the manuscripts themselves.


*Bishop, R. N. W. Unknown Nepal*. London: Luzac and Co., 1952. 124p. Miscellany, including chapters on the trail to Kathmandu, village life, religion and superstitions, the Gurkha soldier, history of Nepal, music, castes, etc.


Brief account of the University of Oregon contract program in Nepal.


Technical description of flora on main route to Kathmandu.


Covers the period 1774-1793. Chapters V and VI discuss the Sino-Nepalese war. Anno. biblio. Footnote references.


Military handbook.


Cavenaugh's account of his journey with Jung Bahadur from India to England and back to Kathmandu.


Intermediate Report gives more details; two should be used together. Map.


Chapter VII deals with the Gupta Kings; numerous references to Nepal throughout the book. Map. Biblio.


Forerunners of the Mallas of Nepal.


Brief sketch. Illus.


Description of the coronation of King Mahendra.


Lists the "papers" required for the examination, and outlines the scope of information and skills to be required for each.


Missionary account. Illus.


Brief sketch of the Gurkhas.
Brief sketch of Nepal.

Very brief outline of courses before revision by the National Education Planning Commission. (Partly in Nepali.)

Description of the 25th Jubilee (1936) of King Tribhuwan's accession, and glimpses of life in Kathmandu. Illus.

"In the shadows of the Himalays; mysteries and wonders of Nepal." Illus. Map.

A rather imaginative and often inaccurate description of Nepal based on the author's journey to Kathmandu in 1939. Illus.

Somewhat superficial description of the author's journey to Kathmandu. Illus.

Written on his return from Tibet through Nepal.

Memorial honoring 38th birthday; includes texts of speeches. Illus.

Miscellany on Nepalese history; chiefly an appeal to the British public to condemn the Foreign Office for recognizing Bir Shumshere’s “usurpation of power” in Nepal in 1885.


Miscellany of history of Himalaya exploration, customs of the Sherpas, the abominable snowman, etc. Written for young people. Illus.

Summary of a 400 page mimeographed report.


Based on Hamilton and Kirkpatrick.

Summary of work under joint Nepalese-American efforts.


Technical description of 26,000 ft. peaks and attempts to climb them. Illus. Excellent bibliography on mountaineering (252 items).


Letters and orders; causes of the War of 1814-16; geography of Nepal, etc.


Four sections deal with “towards Nepal,” “Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal,” “the Buddhist temple on the hill,” and “towards the interior of Nepal.” Illus.

Summary of educational progress under joint Nepalese-American aid. Illus.
*Edwardes, Herbert B.; and Merivale, Herman.* "Some Account of the Kingdom of Nepal..." In *Life of Sir Henry Lawrence.* London: Smith, Elder, and Co., 1873. Chaps. XI-XIII, p.316-79. (May have been issued also in 1872 in 2 vols.)
Very interesting journal, including personal letters, accounts and other source data.


Somewhat superficial description of Nepal (mostly Kathmandu) and borderlands. Illus.

Architecture of Nepal ably discussed.

Brief review of his accomplishments.

Complete bibliography, functionally arranged. Each item summarized and evaluated.
Fisher, Margaret W. *A Selected Bibliography of Source Materials for Nepal*. Berkeley: University of California, Human Relations Area Files, South Asia [Project], 1956. 44p. (Litho.)

Most complete bibliography up to 1956. Functional arrangement, evaluations, and comments on works cited make it extremely valuable. Includes list of bibliographies.


Comprehensive outlook for education for 5 and 25 years.


Relies on work of Indraji and Bendall.


Brief summary.


Report on an archeology expedition, with notes on history, religion, and art of the country. "Nepal. A lecture held at the Augusteum in Rome, 26th of February, 1934."


Three brief references to Nepal.

Fortescue, John. ["The King in Nipal."] In *Narrative of the Visit to India of Their Majesties King George V and Queen Mary and of the Coronation Durbar Held at Delhi 12th December, 1911*. London: Macmillan and Co., 1912. Chap. XI, p.188-203.

Description of the King's hunt. Illus.


Description.

Description of the War of 1814-16; several appendices supply interesting data on population, military forces, etc. Maps.


Summary based on Oldfield.

Freshfield, Douglas W. Round Kangchenjunga; A Narrative of Mountain Travel and Exploration. London: Edward Arnold, 1903. 373p.


Good discussion. Illus.


Various Buddhas described; "Introduction" provides good overview. Illus.


Describes various tribes; handbook for recruiting officers. Illus.


British Resident Surgeon's historical and cultural sketch, and his personal experiences from 1883-87, including description of Bir Shumshere's rise to power. Illus.


Goswami, S. M. *Everest: Is It Conquered?* Calcutta: Indian Press, [1954]. 122p. Author claims Hunt expedition of 1953 was actually a British conquest for new territory and that the peak was not scaled.


**Hamilton, Francis (Buchanan).** *An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, and of the Territories Annexed to This Dominion by House of Gurkha.* Edinburgh: Archibald Constable and Co., 1819. 364p. One of the early histories, extending Nepal to include Bhutan on the east, Pakistan on the west. Illus. Maps.

Traveller’s superficial account of Kathmandu and hunting in the Terai.


An anthropologist’s description of Sherpa life, based on six month’s living in their villages. Illus.


Mountaineer’s journal with many notes on the country and people. Excellent illustrations.


Tribal customs, folklore, and traditions, Illus. Map.


Encyclopedic treatment.


Encyclopedic treatment.


Describes methods of cultivation, cost of production, and value of Newari’s crops.

Nineteen essays, mostly reprints of magazine articles; mostly on Nepal or related to it.


Includes six essays on Nepal, reprints of magazine articles.

Hoffmeister, Werner. "[Cathmandoo]." In *Travels in Ceylon and Continental India; Including Nepal and Other Parts of the Himalayas, to the Borders of Thibet, with Some Notices of the Overland Route.* Edinburgh: William P. Kennedy, 1848. Sixth Letter, p.206-43. (Also German edition.)

Personal letters to friends by the doctor who accompanied Prince Waldemar of Prussia on his visit to Kathmandu, 1847.


Mountaineer's report.


Presumably the official version of the war. Map.


Comprehensive sketch—geography, history, culture, agriculture, trade, etc. Revised edition differs; contains map.

Beautiful photographs.


Translations of inscriptions dating from the 12th to 18th century; brief early history of Nepal, with dynasties.


War records, general description. Illus.


Review of the political situation, 1957-58.


Brief sketch.


Biographical sketch of Buddha. Illus.


Relations with Nepal.

Tourist's description of hunting in the Terai, of Kathmandu, and the Armory in Kathmandu.


Descriptive travelogue.


Account of the first Englishman's visit to the Kathmandu valley. Illus. Map.


General description of parts of Nepal, especially the Rapti valley. Illus.


Recommendations for developing Nepal's agricultural resources.


Excellent pictures on the people of Nepal.


Highly imaginative account of travels in 1899. Beautifully illustrated.
Numerous references to the culture of Nepal. Illus.

Monuments of Nepal described and illustrated.

LeBon, G. "Voyage au Nepal." In *Tour de Monde*. 1886 †

(Also *Erika and the King*. New York: Coward-McConn, 1958. 255p.)
Somewhat romanticized and at times imaginative background of the overthrow of the Ranacracy in 1950. Illus. (Brit. ed.)

One of the most comprehensive and authoritative works on the history and culture of Nepal. Illus. Biblio.

General compendium.

Description and pictures of Nepalese objects of art and culture. Illus. Biblio.

Report of ethnological studies in the Kathmandu Valley.


Socialist party's Manifesto for foreign policy.

Numerous source materials and references to Nepal and her people.

Superficial journal account.


Includes brief references to Buddhism in Nepal.


Diary of trip to Kathmandu. Illus.


Historical and cultural description of the Gurkha and his land. Related background in other chapters. Illus.


Brief superficial note.

Macpherson, J. M. (Comp.) British Enactments in Force in Native States. (Third edition, revised by O. V. Bosanquet.) (6 vols.) Calcutta: Government of India, 1914. † (Further revisions up to 1929, by G. G. Hooper.)

Several volumes include treaties and other papers relating to Nepal.


Brief description of author’s trek into Sherpaland. Excellent illus.


Dynasties discussed.


The “Nepaulese” war of 1814-16 is described in p.442-58, Vol. I; and the “British Proclamation Previous to the Commencement of Hostilities with the Rajah of Nepaul” is given in p. ccxlix to cclxii, Vol. II. Other scattered references to Nepal. Good source material.

Brief analysis and a proposal.


Brief collection of facts on the physical and economic geography of Nepal.


Novel, written in formal style of 1900’s, about a mesmerized Anglo-Nepalese girl abducted from England to the forests of Nepal, and her escape.


Description of program for training primary school teachers.


Description of life in North Bihar and hunting in Nepal. Illus.


A long introduction contains numerous references to Nepal. Maps.

Maron, Stanley; Rose, Leo; and Heyman, Juliane. *A Survey of Nepal Society*. Berkeley, California: University of California, Human Relations Area Files, South Asia Project, 1956. 313p.

Study of the social structure and current problems.


General description of Nepal, mostly the Kathmandu valley.

Brief account of trip to Kathmandu; and reminiscences of the Kangchenjunga expedition as medical officer. Illus.


Brief superficial sketch. Maps.


Geological traverse in the region of Kathmandu.


Description and scientific data. Illus. Maps.


Summary.


Synopses of 85 manuscripts collected by Hodgson; also bibliography of his essays.


Revision of Vansittart’s works, and of Nicolay’s revision of Vansittart’s works. Excellent compendium.


Finds adequate raw material.

Mountaineer’s description of the Sherpas. Other chapters treat borderlands. Illus.


Report of Nepal’s plans and efforts to improve economically.


Report of Nepal’s plans and efforts to improve economically.


Report of Nepal’s plans and efforts to improve economically.


Description of the King’s hunt in the Terai.


Discusses the “country and people” and “military operations.”


Brief miscellany of information collected by the Ministry of Planning and Development. Illus.


Appeal for aid to the United Missions hospital.
**Nepal Trade Directory 1959.** New Delhi: Nepal Trading Corporation, 1959. 194p. Useful compendium; some information (e.g., education) based on obsolete data.


Sketchy description of Nepal, based on excursion into eastern part; also describes borderlands. Illus.

**Newall, D. J. F.** “Nepal and the Basins of the Karnoli, Gunduk and Cosi.” In *The Highlands of India; Being a Chronicle of Field Sports and Travel in India, with Numerous Full-Page and Text Illustrations, Diagrams, etc.* London: Harrison and Sons, 1887. Sect. VII, p.305-15. (This book is called Vol. II, apparently an afterthought, since the preceding volume of five years earlier is not identified as Vol. I.) Travelogue description.

**Northey, Brook.** *The Land of the Gurkhas; or the Himalayan Kingdom of Nepal.* Cambridge: W. Heffer and Sons, 1937. 248p.


**Northey, W. Brook; and Morris, C. J.** *The Gurkhas, Their Manners, Customs and Country.* London: John Lane, 1928. 282p.


**Oakley, E. S.; and Gairola, Tara Dutt.** *Himalayan Folklore.* Allahabad: Superintendent, Printing and Stationery, 1935. 315p.

Folklore of western borderlands of Nepal.


Rather superficial treatment. Illus.


Description of author’s life in Nepal 1918-25 and miscellany in other chapters and appendices. Illus.


A medical missionary in Nepal. Illus.

Geographic and historical description of Nepal, with notes on Buddhism, festivals, etc. Illustrated with beautiful paintings.


Author's journal of trip in 1851.


Goorkhas' capture of Darjeeling in 1775, and other scattered references.

*The Orphan of Nepaul; a Tale of Hindustan. London: †, 1840.


Points out dangers of “external forces” and foreign aid.


Detailed analysis of Nepal's first five-year plan.


From an economist's point of view; references to Nepal.
   Superficial diary.

   Rather thorough research based on study of ancient manuscripts.

   18th century Missionary letters from Nepal and Tibet. (Only Vols. I-IV and VII on Nepal.)

   Notes on early surveys with references to Rennell’s work. Other scattered references. Maps.

   Significant contemporary contribution to the revolutionary period.

   (Previous editions: August 8, 1955, 20p., December 18, 1953, 27p.) (Offset.)
   Description of life in Kathmandu—from Americans’ viewpoint.

   Tourists’ guidebook.

   Description of travel to Kathmandu and Bhatgaon; an overview of his *Last Home of Mystery.* Illus.

   Tourist’s impressions, sometimes sensational.


Will contain chapters on education, resources, geography, economics, etc.


Biography prepared by his son, with strong bias. Description of palace life in Nepal, late 19th century.


Description of four expeditions to collect birds.


Brief historical sketch.


Suggestions for improved land use.


Good historical sketch, though based on secondary sources. Map. Biblio.


An account of the Rana autocracy, 1846-1949; caustically critical of the Ranas.


Brief general and historical sketch.


Aims and program of the Nepali National Congress party.


Essay on the immediate past (Rana period), and the future of Nepal.

Rennel, James. *Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan; or the Mogul’s Empire:*... (Second edition.) London: M. Brown, 1785. 168p. (One published in 1792 is also called the second edition; 428p. Third edition, 1793.)

Interesting for its vague and inaccurate references to Nepal. Maps.

Report on the Explorations in Nepal and Tibet, Made by M. H. & His Son in 1892-93 in Connection with the Trigonometrical Branch, Survey of India. Dehra Dun: Trigonometrical Branch, 1895. 19p. (Earlier edition–1887–mentions...Season 1885-86... in title, and gives C. Wood as author.)

Based on field notes.


Excellent description of Rajputs, Limbus, and other Nepalese tribes.


Recommendations for better forest utilization. Illus.


Good discussion of contemporary government, politics and foreign relations.


Based on one year’s study in Nepal, numerous interviews with Ranas and political leaders.


Concise story of the war. Map.


General description, geography, civilization, etc.


Trade relationships.

Prefaces, Introduction, and descriptions of manuscripts are in English; provide good background material.


Translation of a journal written in the first century by a merchant to India. Brief references to Nepal; trade and trade routes.


Description of process. Illus.


History, people, customs, geography. Illus.


Historical development of nationalism and an analysis of Nepal’s foreign policy.


Concise summary of agriculture, industry, financing, transportation, communication and trade.


Historical sketch, with emphasis on foreign relations.


Brief sketches of points of Buddhist significance in Nepal.


Story of slavery and emancipation in Nepal.


Early attempts at economic planning; evaluation of the Five-Year Plan.

*Smith, Thomas.* *Narrative of a Five Years' Residence at Nepaul from 1841 to 1845.* (2 vols.) London: Colburn, 1852. 294p, 296p.

General sociological study; covers geography and history, including seven chapters on the war of 1814-16; personal experiences, 1841-45.

Smith, Vincent A. *Ashoka, the Buddhist Emperor of India.* (Rulers of India Series.) Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1901. 204p.

Scattered references to Ashoka’s visit to Nepal.


Scattered references to, and excellent background for, Nepal of this period. Illus. Maps.


 Discusses location of Buddha’s birthplace.


 Similarity of Tibetan and Nepalese painting.

Smythies, E. A. *Big Game Shooting in Nepal; (with Leaves from the Maharaja's Sporting Diary).* Calcutta: Thacker, Spink, 1942. 174p.

Sketch of Nepal, with emphasis on forests and hunting, especially by "Joodha" Shumshere. Illus.

Hunting in the Terai.


Able treatment.


“Nepal, land under the earth’s ceiling.”


Brief geographical sketch; other scattered references.

Stanston, George Bart. *An Authentic Account of the Earl of Macartney’s Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of China.* (2 vols.) London: 1797. † (Later edition had 3 volumes.)

Contains background of treaty between China and Nepal.


“One summer around the world”; tourist’s sketch.


Author’s account of the *Daily Mail* expedition to find a “Snowman.” Good sociological study. Illus.


Mediocre novel of life among the international set in Kathmandu.


Author’s account of his visit to Nepal. Illus. Maps.


Brief high school textbook; useful summary. Map.


Irrigation potential in Nepal. Maps.


Brief sketch.


“The land where mountains have no names; first trip through west Nepal.” Descriptive of country, people, and culture.


Britain's last two years in India and her disposition of Gurkha troops. Other scattered references to Nepal. Illus. Maps.


Discussion of the objectionable points.


Brief account of war of 1792 with "Nipal." Other scattered references. Turner's report to Hastings on his return, dated March 2, 1784. Attempts to set up Indo-Tibetan trade threatened Nepal-Tibetan Trade.


Scathing criticism of the Ranas; a call for revolution.


Biography of Chandra Shumshere J. B. R. with pro-Rana bias. Illus.


Excellent compendium of history, tribes, customs, religion and more of the Gurkhas. Map.

Study of Nepalese dynasties, based on controversial assumptions.


Report of visit of King Mahendra to India in November, 1955.


Sketchy account of the Nepalese.


Reprint of pro-Rana articles in the *Hindu Outlook and People*, during period when King Tribhuwan had fled to India.


Traveler’s account of wanderings through Nepal. Beautiful illus.


About 20 scattered references to Nepal.


Important political documents.


Good historical discussion. Also scattered references to Nepal throughout. Maps.

Rather detailed history of this period, with emphasis on war of 1814-16, causes and results.


Collection of articles on the history and present status of education in Nepal. Maps.


Description of work under joint HMG/USOM/University of Oregon Contract efforts. Illus.


Brief sketch, emphasis on Kitchener's visit to Nepal, 1906. Scattered references and borderlands described in other chapters.


Description of trail to the Kathmandu valley.


One of the most thorough and reliable histories. Illus. Biblio.


Criticism of Nepal's foreign policy, past and present.


Scattered references on Anglo-Nepal-Tibetan relationships. Illus.


Scattered references to Nepal, particularly to Buddhist stupas and shrines; several plates.
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Magazine Articles


Description of the ghee-wick lamps of Nepal.

Adam, Leonhard. “Nepal Marriage Ceremony; a Marriage Ceremony of the Pun-Clan (Magar) at Rigah (Nepal.)” Man, 34 : 17-21, Feb., 1934. (II.)


Food taboos of the Rais and certain other tribes of Nepal.


From New Delhi.


With suggestions for a university in Nepal.


Recommended for Mt. Everest.


...as applied to Nepal.


...as applied to Nepal.


Attack on the Ranas.

*Amir. "Route from Cathmandu, in Nepal, to Tazedo, on the Chinese Frontier, with Some Occasional Allusions to the Manners and Customs of the Bhotiahs, by Amir, a Cashmiro-Bhotiah by Birth, and by Vocation an Interpreter to the Traders on the Route Described." _Asiatick Researches_, 17: 513-34, 1832.


Miscellany.

...by India, is questioned.

Country development through education.

Plea for implementation of the National Education Planning Commission report.


Report of the 1934 earthquake and a geological travelogue.

B. P. Koirala, Subarna Shumsher, and Ganesh Man Singh of the new government.

Story of Sudhana Kumara.

...painted on wooden covers of two manuscripts.


(Also in East and West, 4: 167-72, Oct., 1953.)


...Relations with China and India.


...is doubtful.


...Criticism of Nepal's prime minister.


Bake, Arnold; Birdwood, William; and Rana, Bahadur S. J. B. "Living Nepal; Reception by the Nepalese Minister." Asiatic Review, 31 : 61-71, Jan., 1935.

...Praise for Chandra; general description of the Kathmandu valley.


...General contemporary description.


...away from Nepal; brief sketch.


Brief notes.


Dynasty lists based on palm leaf manuscripts.


Numerous folk tales translated.


Politically and economically.


"Nepalese and Tibetan images in the collection of T. W. Bianchi, Amsterdam."


General description.


Life in Kathmandu.


Economic analysis.


Attack on USOM.


"A Nepalese architectural fragment." Kala-like figure now in Museum of Asiatic Art, Amsterdam.


Summary.


45

Summary of lecture.


Personal experiences recounted.


Description of the Kathmandu valley.


About 648 A. D.


Russia vetos Nepal to U. N.


“Cabinet to Replace Advisory Regime.” Nepal Today, [6]: 1, Late Jan., 1953.


Nepal’s earthquakes of August 26, 1833, and the 13th century.


*Campbell, A. “Note on the Lepchas of Sikkim, with a Vocabulary of Their Language.” The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 9: 379-93, Jan.-June, 1840.
*Campbell, A. “Note on the Limboos and Other Hill Tribes Hitherto Undescribed.” The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 9: 595-615, [Dec.?], 1840. (Map.)


Methods of distilling liquor.


Credits “Kunchinginga” as “highest spot in the surface of the globe.”


Brief note.


Text of 84 verses of story of Malaivamma, King of a principality of Nepal, later conquered by the Gurkhas.


Opposes Tibetan origin of Licchavis.

Like Kirkpatrick's earlier mission, this one was for opening trade with Nepal.

Chandra, Moti. "A Painted Scroll from Nepal." Marg, 4: 42-9, [1950], (No. 1). (II.)

18th century scroll, illustrating Katikarna Avadana.

Chandra, Moti. "A Painted Scroll from Nepal (Story of Sudhana Kumara)." Bulletin of the Prince of Wales Museum of Western India (Bombay), 1: 6-14, 1952.

Scroll is a continuation of Sudhana Kumara, the first part of which was published by Bagchi (which see).


Chatterji, Suniti Kumar. "Kirata-Jana-Krti; the Indo-Mongoloids: Their Contribution to the History and Culture of India." Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 16: 143-235, 1950. (No. 2.)

Several sections deal with Nepal.


*Chetwode, Penelope. "Nepal, the Sequestered Kingdom." National Geographic Magazine, 67: 319-52, Mar., 1935. (11.)

General description.


Connery, D. S. "No Man’s Land." *Time,* 71: 31, May 12, 1958. (II.)

---

First tourists.


"A Copper Figure from Nepal." *Rupam,* 3: 1-2, July, 1920. (II.)


On the abolition of slavery.

Dane, Louis. [Discussion of Marquerite Milward's "Nepal; the Land that Leads to Paradise.".] * Asiatic Review*, 35: 258-9, Apr., 1939.


Early relations between the British and the Ghurkas.


Davis, Hassoldt. "Nepal; Asia's Impregnable Stronghold of Fanaticism." *Travel*, 77: 7-12+, June, 1941. (11.)

General description of the Kathmandu valley.


General description of the Kathmandu valley.


On the economic mission to Nepal in April 1947.


Chandra.


Superficial travelogue.


Correspondence between the B. E. I. Co., Tibet, and Nepal.


...regarding elections.


First convocation address at the College of Education.


Government and education share responsibilities in promoting democracy.


College of Education convocation and foundation-stone laying for the University.


Plea for educational action.


Ranarchy falls; orphanage started.


Franchise; new government.


Notes on the freedom movement.


Attack on Nepal government.


General notes.

   Call for better government planning.


“Educational Progress in Nepal.” (Symposium) *Education Quarterly*, 3: (scheduled June-Sept., 1959, double issue.)
   Summary of six years work under Joint HMG/USOM/University of Oregon efforts.


   Communists woo Nepal.

   Descriptive.


**Erickson, Susan E.** “Nepal: Land of Enchantment.” *Classmate Magazine*, (scheduled, Fall, 1959).

   A series of 20 articles on Nepal; describes works of common leaders, including some foreign aid specialists.

   Description of the Kathmandu valley.

   Descriptive.


Description of Kathmandu.


Brief references to Nepal.


Festivals and customs.


Inflation.


Travelogue.

...i.e., Kathmandu valley.


Review.


Review.


Criticism of government.


Life among the Sherpas.


Birgunj.


Origin in Nepalese art?


English translation of a description of the Gurkha conquest of the Kathmandu valley, 769 A.D.


Coronation of King Mahendra.


Satterwaite mission; abandonment of isolationism.


...for the new government.


Preparations for the elections.


Description of the trail and Kathmandu.


Attack on Ranas.


Account of author's geological survey.


Descriptive.


Hunting tiger.


Plea for funds for medical work.


Ascent of Cho-Oyu in West Nepal.


Elections.

Yeti.


HODGSON, BRIAN H. (Numerous essays, first appearing as magazine articles, have been brought together in two books: Essays... (1874), and Miscellaneous Essays... (1880), which see.)


Hodgson, Brian Houghton. "Route from Kathmandu in Nepal to Tazedx [sic], on the Chinese Frontier, with Some Occasional Allusions to the Manners and Customs of the Bhotiahs, by Amir, a Cashmiro-Bhotiah by Birth, and by Vocation an Interpreter to the Traders on the Route Described." *Asiatick Researches*, 17: 513, 1826.


Ms. on Buddhism.

Hodgson, B. H.; and Campbell A. "Illustrations of the Genera of the Bovinae—Part I. Skeletons of Bos, Bibos and Bison, the Individuals Examined Being the Common Bull of Nepal, the Gowri Gao of Nepal and the Yak. Part II. Craniology of Bibos, Bison and Bubalus, the Subjects of Examination Being the Gowri Gao, the Gayal, the Yak and the Arna." The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 10: 449-70, 1841.


Hodgson, J. A.; and Herbert, J. D. "An Account of Trigonometrical and Astronomical Operations for Determining the Heights and Positions of the Principal Peaks of the Himalaya Mountains, Situated Between the Latitudes of 31° 53' 10" and 30° 18' 30" N. and the Longitudes of 77° 34' 04" and 79° 57' 22" E." Asiatick Researches, 14: 187-372, 1822.


Palm leaf copy of Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita of about 1110 A. D.


Tourist’s sketch of Kathmandu valley.


King Tribhuvana’s return from Delhi.

Hooker, J. D. "Notes, Chiefly Botanical, Made During an Excursion from Darjeeling to Tonglo, a Lofty Mountain on the Confines of Sikkim and Nepal." The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 18: 419-46, May, 1849.


Chinese aid to Nepal.


Diplomatic relations during the Nepal War.


The report of the National Education Planning Commission completed.


Very good analysis of dynasties.


Brief excerpts.


First tourists.


Account of the invasion by Sultan Shamsuddin (of Bengal) of Kathmandu in 1346-49 A. D.


...in the 17th and 18th centuries.


...to all of Nepal's problems!


...for the Nepali National Congress.


Origin of the procession of Matsyendranatha, an annual Nepalese festival.


Travelogue.


Contemporary description of the Kathmandu valley.


Coronation of King Mahendra.


K. I. Singh’s return to Nepal.


Review.


Review.


Communist threat to Nepal.


Description of the HMG/USOM project.


Describes brutal treatment.


Some of its achievements.


Criticism of Nepal-Indo relations.


Descriptive travelogue.


Descriptive.


...and Nepal’s part.


Houston expedition.


Lawrence, N. S. “The Gurkha as I Know Him.” *Chamber’s Journal*, † Sept., 1927.


Revival of Sino-Nepal relations.


Description.


Condensation of a book by the same title.


"Ancient inscriptions in Nepal."


Brief mention of Shaha's *Nepal and the World*, and Regmi's *Whither Nepal?*


Summary of evidence leads to assurance of existence.


Bronze statuettes.


Communist threat to Nepal.


Discussion of Burrard’s and Hayden’s revised *Geography and Geology of the Himalaya Mountains*.


History of British expeditions.


Names and location of peaks.


Geographical discussion; location and names of peaks.


Satire. Sketches.


Comments on HMG/Oregon Contract work.


Chandra’s efforts to modernize Nepal.


Description of trail and Kathmandu valley; note on archeological remains.


Brief analysis of the treaty.


Tensing.


Eastern vs. western foreign aid.


11th century.

Moore, George. "In Sherpaland." Foreign Service Journal, 34: 30-1, 44-5, Mar., 1957. (II.)

Descriptive travelogue.


First attempt for a comprehensive bibliography: more than 200 items.


Very brief summary.


Notes on two trips to Palpa.


...in eastern Nepal.


Morris, C. J. "Nepal." Op de Hoogte, † Sept., 1931. (II.)


Medical service.


Disappearance of Russian expedition.


...in the extreme northwestern part of Nepal.


United Mission hospital.
Contemporary summary.

King Tribhuvan's flight.

Politics.

Beginnings of the Revolution.

Technical aid program.

"Abolition of Slavery."

Coronation of King Mahendra.

B. P. Koirala elected chief of Nepali Congress Parliamentary Party.


"Nepal: Chronology (Jan. 15—Mar. 14, 1952), and Press Comments." *Indian Press Digests*, 1: 1-10, 1-11 (Sup.), No. 4, [1952?] (Mimeo.)

"Nepal Comes of Age." *Link*, 1: 19-26, June 14, 1959. (I.)
Summary of the elections.

On K. I. Singh's return to Nepal.


Plight of political prisoners.


General conditions; political mudslinging.


Contemporary comments.


T. P. Acharya answers critics.


Elections, King’s tour, economic development.


Return from Russia.


Attempt to postpone elections.


Plea for nationalism.


Dilemma preceding Subarna government.


(Reprinted from the *New York Times*, Apr. 14, 1958.)


...by substituting direct rule for an interim cabinet.


71
Religion, festivals, customs, manners, caste system, language, cultural contributions.


Preparations for elections; politics.


Review of Education in Nepal.

Sketch of the Revolution and events following.

Exchange of credentials with U. S.


First for College of Education.


“$1,400,000 to Free a Maharaja’s Slaves.” *Literary Digest*, 91 : 53+, Oct. 23, 1926.


Kosi project.


Need for economic planning.


Fluctuation.

Description of eastern Nepal village.


Parker, E. H. "Nepal and China." Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review and Colonial Record, 7: 64-82, Jan.-Apr., 1899.

About a hunt in the Terai.

Mild support for the quaking Ranachy; descriptive.

Chinese aid.


Mohan's visit to Delhi.

Beginnings of Nepali Congress split.


Report on flora northwest and north of Kathmandu.


Description of flora and fauna.


Summary of an early manuscript.


Illustrations only; no text.


Need for science in developing Nepal.


Rahul, R. N. "Pandit Travellers to Central Asia." Vasudha, 2: 10-11+, Apr., 1958. ...during the 11th century.


Progress through education.


Nepalese examples.


Very good general description.


Similarities of Newari and Tibetan languages.


Travelogue to the Tibetan border.


Origins antedate 6th century B. C.


Events leading to trade pact of 1792.


Inscriptions, geological surveys, manuscripts, foreign accounts, and coins.


K. I. Singh.


K. I. Singh’s attempted coup.


Brief reference to the Kosi.


K. I. Singh and his new government.


Ambassador Loy Henderson’s visit to Kathmandu.


Tiger hunt in the Terai.

“The twentieth century comes to feudal Nepal—with a modern conflict of interests.”


Photo of King Mahendra.


Ryan, Bryce F.; and Straus, Murray A. “The Integration of Sinhalese Society.” *Research Studies of the State College of Washington*, 22: (No. 4.) 1954. †


Cities and temples of Nepal.


Buddhist mss.


General description; festival day.


General description; brief history.

General description of Nepal.


Description of contents.


Biographical sketch of Jung Bahadur.


Some emphasis on Nepal.


Support for the Nepali Congress party.


Discontent after two years.

Criticism of.


Review of Han Suyin's The Mountain Is Young.

Sharma, S. N. "From Work We Derive No Pleasure." Education Quarterly, 2: 5-10, Mar, 1958.
The curriculum should promote dignity of labor.


Story of prince in North Bihar, who later invaded Nepal about 1325 and whose descendants became, by marriage, rulers of Nepal.


Communist threat from the north.


(II.)


“Sherpas, festivals.”


Contemporary description of life in the Kathmandu valley.


...in Nepal.


Challenge to the new government.


Working together in Nepal.


Plea for expansion of educational facilities.


Cultural links with China and India.


Taking stock of developments in the new democracy.


King Tribhuvan’s escape to India.


Koirala brothers’ quarrel.


Fluctuation again.


K. I. Singh asked to form a new government.


Foreign relations, 19th century.

Smith, Vincent A.; and Hoernle, A. F. R. [“Some Ancient Copper Coins from Nepal.”] *Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal*, 5: 144-7, May, 1887. (II.)


...on child marriage.


Ghosts believed in by the Gurkhas.


Origin; application today.


Build for democracy, instead.


Departure speech following the Revolution.


Start of the Revolution.


“To the Nepal Exposition.”


  “C” Ranas ousted.

  Geological survey completed.


... of the national university.


  General description, at coronation time.

  Buddha chronology.


  Chinese aid to Nepal.


(II.)

Juddha.


Based on Nepalese origins.


Communist threat.


Communist demonstrations.


Ambassador Bowles trip to Kathmandu.


Customs of the Taru tribe.


...in northwestern Nepal.
Following fall of Singh government.

Charles Baskerville sent to Kathmandu to paint the royal family and the prime minister.


Singh’s failure to form a government on first try.

Attack on the Rana’s.

Beginnings of the Revolution.


Report on accomplishments of the College of Education.


On mountaineering; many peaks left to climb.


"Fundamental rights guaranteed; everybody equal before the eyes of the law."


Description from secondary sources.


...for Nepal, after elections?


...in Nepal.


Example of Nepalese art.


Wigmore, John H. "†" Tulane Law Review, 9 : 310-†.
On marriage ceremonies.

From a Nepal mountain expedition.


Report on flora.

Wilson, Horace Hayman. "Notice of Three Tracts Received from Nepal." Asiatick Researches, 16 : 450-78, 1828. (II.)


Plan for the public school program.

Lists 16 accomplishments of HMG/University of Oregon/USOM cooperation.

Report on the HMG/Oregon Contract work.

Revolution brings changes.

Brief description of Nepal.

Enthroned on father's death.


NEPAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Newspaper Feature Stories


Review of his administration.


General; relationships between.

Banerji, Amiya K. "Art of the Newars; Skill of Newar Craftsmen." Statesman (Calcutta), Aug. 18, 1957. (II.)

[Behn, Mira.] "The Abominable Fellow Again." Statesman (Calcutta), Apr. 6, 1958. (II.)


USOM aid program fails.


Rapti valley.


Growing pains of the young democracy.


Criticism of K. I. Singh government.


Pre-monsoon festival.

Conley, Minniebelle. "Nepalese Educators Have Tea in B. G." Sentinel Tribune (Bowling Green, Ohio), May 27, 1955. (II.)

First group to train in the U. S.


Kanchenjunga.

"The Face of a People." *Statesman* (Calcutta), Mar. 17, 1957. (II.)

Photos of the Nepalese.

"Kathmandu, Museum City; Protection of Nepal's Art and Culture." *Statesman* (Calcutta), Apr. 28, 1957. (II.)


1950 Indo-Nepal trade treaty.


General description.


American's life in Nepal.


Story titles from the *New York Times*. Number varies from a dozen to fifty per year; none prior to 1947.


Political analysis.


Seven instalments; timely analysis.

NEPAL NEWS BULLETIN. Kathmandu: Publicity Department, His Majesty's Government, June 13, 1952-date. (Partly mimeo.)

Irregular news summary in English.
*NEPAL PRESS DIGEST. Kathmandu: United States Operations Mission, May 12, 1957 to Nov. 30, 1958. (Ditto.)

Fortnightly translated summary of local newspapers, emphasizing political developments.

*NEPAL PRESS REPORT. Kathmandu: United States Operations Mission, July 24, 1957-date. (Mimeo.)

Brief translations of local news.


Lists accomplishments.

Noyce, Wilfrid. "The Expedition to the ‘Fish’s Tail’ Mountain in Nepal." Statesman (Calcutta), Apr. 3, and June 26, 1957. (II.)


Interview with ex-premier M. P. Koirala.


Revolution.

Rameshwar, S. M. "Pre-Election Nepal." Indian Express (Delhi), Feb. 5-13, 1959. (6 instalments).

Rana, Kaiser Shum Sher J. B. (Comp.) NEPAL NEWS, 1884-1925. (8 vols.)

Collection of clippings on Nepal.


Nepal now open to tourists.

Sabavala, Sharokh. "Nepal Stirs from Slumber; Air Tourists Fly Back to Days of Marco Polo." Christian Science Monitor, Jan. 6, 1956. (II.)


Indian army Training Mission leaves Nepal.


General discussion.


Species of wild goat discovered.


...for Nepal.


Walker, Frances C. "Portlander Recalls Cremation of King in Nepal." *Oregonian* (Portland), May 9, 1955. (II.)

Welsh, James G. "Byrne Leaving Soon to Help Set up Complete University in Nepal." *Register-Guard* (Eugene, Oregon), Nov. 6, 1955. (II.)

**Wood, Hugh B. (Comp.) NEPAL NEWS, 1952-1959. (5 vols., about 225p. each) Collection of clippings on Nepal and borderlands; English or English translations. Also scattered clippings from 1939-51.**
NEPAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Unpublished Materials


Acharya, Babu Ram. "The Fall of Bhim Sen Thapa of Patan." Pragati, 2: † (Eng. trans. Typewritten.)


To govern educational aid to Nepal by the University of Oregon.


Bajracharya, Purna Harsha. A Newar Marriage Ceremony, (Unpublished Ms.) 6p. (Typewritten.)


Biography of a patriot of the 1950 uprising.


...for activities under advisement of the University of Oregon Contract.


Analysis and recommendations.


To govern educational aid to Nepal under the United States Operations Mission and His Majesty’s Government.

The Disaster Relief Program; A Report on the Conduct of the Nepal-American Program to Provide Relief to the Victims of the 1954 Floods. Kathmandu: His Majesty’s Government, 1958. 44p. + approx. 120 unnumbered pages of appendixes. (Mimeo.)


Detailed plans in 25 areas of development.


Quarterly, monthly, and special reports on the progress of education under the HMG/Oregon Contract agreements.


“First Anglo-Nepal Trade Treaty.” Himachal. 51-6, † (Eng. trans. Typewritten.)


Revolution, events leading to it, and contemporary demands of the Nepali Congress party.

**HODGSON, Brian Houghton.** *Unpublished Papers.* London: India Office Library, [1830-45?]. (Numbers refer to the volume in the Hodgson Collection.)

An Account of the Judicial System. (6)
Account of the Sixty-Four Lingams. (17)
*Adaulato* of Nepal. (11)
Agriculture and Economics. (14)
Agriculture in the Valley, and Conditions of Cultivators. (15)
The *Amnayas*: Complete Names, Forms, etc. (19)
Army, Economics, Ethnography, and Topography. (7)
The *Bansavalee* of Gorka Rajahs, Prepared by Order of the Maha Rajah in 1837-42. (17)
*Bansavali* of the Newars. (17)
Bhoteahs and Newars. (20)
Bhotiahs. (9)
Botanical Notes. (15)
Buddhism. (20)
Chronology of Nepal Proper, Drawn from *Bansavalis*, Inscriptions and Coins. (17)
Classification of the Hill Tribes. (6)
Customs and Manners of the Newars, Khus, Mugger, Gooroong, Murmi, Limboo, Kiranti, and Lepcha. (5)
Customs of Behal (Patan). (7)
Dates of the Chief Buildings of Bhatgoon and Patan. (17)
Deeds of Transfer of Some Newar Property. (7)
Economics. (8)
Ethnology, Trade, Law and Army. (6)
Explanation of the Largest Picture, Containing the Nepal *Mahatam*, or History of Nepal, Its *Chaityas*, Temples, *Tirthas*, *Piths* and All Its Duties, and Their Legends. (20)
Games played by the Newars. (9)
Geneological List of the Reigning Dynasty of Nepal. (18)
Geneology, History and Religion. (18)
The Gurkha Bansavali. (18)
Hill Tribes: Magar, Gurung, Chepang. (5)
Jatmala or Classification of the Newar Tribe. (5)
Land Revenue of Patan and Bhatgaon. (13)
Land Tenure. (13)
List of Confiscated Property of Krishna Jaisi, Darogha, or Head of the Elephant Stables. (5)
List of Forts and Particulars of Effective Troops, and Copies of Some Nepalese Payrolls. (7)
List of Newar Castes. (7)
List of the Villages, Houses and Revenues of the Whole Eighteen States of Joomla as It Was Ascertained in 1894 (A.D. 1837). (8)
Memoir on the Army of Nepal Submitted to Government in 1825. (10)
Meteorological Observations Made at Kathmandu in 1835. (15)
Miscellaneous Ethnological Notes. (9)
Miscellaneous Legal Notes and Some Notes on the Various Forms of Crime in Nepal. (12)
Miscellaneous Notes on Agriculture. (8)
Miscellaneous Notes on the Nepalese Regiments. (9)
Miscellaneous Notes, Written on Nepalese Paper. (21)
Names and Attributes of the Chief Duties from Adhi Buddha Down to the Seven Human Buddhas. (20)
Newar Festivals. (9)
The Newar Tribe: Narrative of Nepal. (4)
Notes Concerning the Army. (9)
An Official Roll of the Army and Other Servants of the State for Nepal Sambat, 1893 (A.D. 1836). (11)
On the Monied Income of Nepal. (7)
On the Wages for Various Kinds of Labour. (7)
Origin and Classification of the Military Tribes. (9)
Outline of a Hindoo Play Acted by Newar Performers at Kathmandu in 1835. (18)
Prices of Various Foodstuffs in Nepal. (7)
Professions and Trades of the Tonsured Bauddhas. (9)
Rate of Pay of Ranks of the Nepal Army in 1836-37. (9)
Religion. (21)
Revenue. (11)
Revenue of Kathmandu and Patan. (13)
Rough Notes on Slavery. (7)
Routes in Nepal. (4)
Routes and Itineraries to Kathmandu and to Frontier Forts and Military Stations. (2)

Sacred Legends and Bansavalis of Nepal Proper, or the Great Valley. (16)
The Several Kinds of Tax and Scales of Salaries, Military and Civil. (13)
Sketch of Buddhism Derived from the Bouddha Scriptures of Nepal. (18)
Sketch-Map of the Nepal Valley. (7)
Some Notes on the Military Tribes. (9)
Some Questions Concerning Buddhism Addressed to the Raj Guru. (18)
Some Rough Pencil Notes on Eastern Nepal, with Conversations Taken Down in Various Nepalese Languages. (22 and 23)

State of the Newars. (7)
Stations of the Several Nepalese Regiments. (7)
Statistics Relating to the Terai. (11)
Sundries Dotted Down at the Moment (Mostly Ethnographical and Geographical). (13)

Taxation of All Sorts. (13)
The Terai: Scattered Papers in Other Volumes Here Collected. (5)
Topography. (Contains Various Routes, Including China to Darjeeling, and Estimated Distances and Routes from Nepal to China. (3)

Various Social Institutions. (11)


The judiciary in Nepal.


Karki, Yama Bahadur. A Survey of Some Problems of Ethnology in Nepal. (Unpublished Ms.) 14p. (Ditto.) (Biblio.)

Malhotra, Ram Chand. Central Government Administration in Nepal, 5p. (Mimeo.)


Morris, C. J. Social Life in Central Nepal. Cambridge; University Library, 1931. (Unpublished Ms.)


News of interest to mission personnel.

Nepal Under the Shahs. (Unpublished Ms.) 5p. (Typewritten.)

Nepalese and American Holidays. (Unpublished notes.) 8p. (Typewritten.)


Political Parties in Nepal; Constitutions, Manifestos, Notes. Various dates, 1952-58. Approx. 100p. (Mimeo.)


Eighteen memoranda criticizing the original drafts of the various sections of the Five-Year Plan.


A collection of articles and editorials.


General survey of land, industry, education, health, etc. Completed by geographical areas.


Regmi, M. C. (Translator); and Wood, Hugh B. (Editor). Folk Tales of Nepal. (Typewritten.)
A collection from old manuscripts and other sources.


Excellent outline of Nepal's problems as they affect USOM aid. Illus.

Shahi, D. K. Sat Pachhi Sat Sal. [Seven Years After the Year 2007—(i.e. the Revolution.)] Kathmandu: Nepali Congress Publicity Department, [1958.] 60pp. (Eng. trans. Mimeo.)

Chronology of events.


Plea for jail administration reforms.


Brief report of a comprehensive evaluation of the work of the college after 15 months of operation.


Information for new USOM technicians and their families.


Weise, R. O. The Iron Foundry at Those (East No. 2). (Unpublished Ms.) 8p. (Typewritten.)
NEPAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Films

Annapurna. †

Documentary of the conquering of the famous mountain.


King Mahendra's coronation, filmed by Lowell Thomas, for a gift to the King.

Dyrenfurth has a 16mm color film on Nepal that he uses for personal lectures. Filmed by himself.


Documentary on developments in Nepal under USOM foreign aid; good background, and heavy emphasis on educational work.

The Japanese are preparing a documentary film on Nepal.

Leuthtag's A King in the Clouds is reported to have been cleared for filming.


Part is devoted to work of the United Mission Hospital in Nepal.

Mountain Kingdom. 24 Peddar Road, Bombay : Controller of Administration, Films Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 1957. (Theater release) 16mm and 35mm, 20 min., sd., color.

Documentary on Nepal, with good background and emphasis on the coronation of King Mahendra.

The Russians are reported to be preparing a documentary film on Nepal.


Second half of film centers on Nepal, especially the coronation of King Mahendra.

Suyin's The Mountain Is Young is reported to be cleared for filming by M.G.M.
NEPAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
Illustrative Asian Language Materials*


General history.


An account of travels in Nepal, Tehri, Garhwal, etc., including information about local languages, usages, etc.


Devoted to Buddhist religion and culture.


Statement of policy by Prithi Narayan Shah.


Biography.


Itihas Samsodhan (Corrections of History). Kathmandu: various dates (1952-54) and pages. (Nepali.)

A series of about 40 pamphlets, each criticizing some historical point made in published histories of Nepal.

*Mahesh Chandra Regmi collected most of the entries for this section.


Contains an account of the journey by a member of Jung Bahadur's party.


Two-page English summary accompanies article.


These volumes have been supplemented since 1955 by individual printings of major legislation.


Taken from the Skanda Purana.


Literary; occasional historical articles.


Historical novel on the life of Ram Krishna Kunwar Rana, ancestor of the Rana family.


*Sharada* (Goddess of Learning). Kathmandu: irregular magazine, began 1936. (Nepali.) Literary; occasional historical articles.


Parts of a manuscript, about 5th-7th centuries.


Historical and political treatise calling for revolution.


Includes Shah geneology.


A mythological geographical account of the Himalayas.


An account of the gods inside the valley of Kathmandu.